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MGTOW MASCULIST RESOURCE FLYERS 

This e-book  contains links to (mostly) flyers on the theme of MGTOW (men going their own 

way) and masculism that can be used for political effect. Each link is accompanied by the flyer’s 

title and a short description of its content. 

—– 

Title : The ABCs of MGTOW and Masculism  (link) 

Descr :  A 22 slide PPt presentation on the main ideas of MGTOW and masculism. 

—– 

Title : You are a Fluffie Student  (link) 

Descr : A flyer aimed at fluffie students who study career incompetent subjects at university so 

that in their 30s they will look around for a man-slave to pay for the middle class house they want 

to raise their kids in. 

—– 

Title : To the Gender Politicians : Genocidal Criminals  (link) 

Descr : A flyer explaining to the gender politicians why they are indirectly wiping out the 

American population, by having allowed the fluffie feminists to take over the divorce courts. 

—– 

Title : “TwayTweffing” : The “2A2F” Lifestyle for the Modern Man  (link) 

Descr : A flyer presenting to  MGTOWs and masculists a lifestyle that allows men to get regular 

sex and that forces women to be nice to them, without any toxicity that comes from a traditional 

man-slaving marriage. 

—– 

Title : Agenda for University MGTOW-Masculist Groups  (link) 

Descr :  A flyer suggesting what MGTOW-masculist groups can do. 

—– 

Title : MGTOW YouTube Channel Video Links  (link) 

Descr : A file containing links to MGTOW YouTube Channel videos. 

https://profhugodegaris.files.wordpress.com/2011/04/theabcofmasculismandmgtow.ppt
https://profhugodegaris.files.wordpress.com/2014/02/fluffiestudentflyer1.pdf
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/gender-politicians/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/twaytweffing/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/agenda-for-university-mgtow-masculist-groups/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/mgtow-youtube-video-links/


—Title : Baby Calculus  (link) 

Descr : To get a man to give a woman babies, the woman needs to be a FIP, which means she 

has to study a FIP major in college, which has as a prereq, 12th grade high school calculus, so 

“no calculus, no babies.” 

—– 

Title : Men-Fairing the Divorce Courts  (link) 

Descr : This flyer makes concrete proposals on how the gender politicians can reform the divorce 

courts to make them men fair, and how to address other critical masculist-MGTOW issues. 

—– 

Title :  Secondhalver FIP Women Can be Quite Nice  (link) 

Descr : This flyer shows how a man can get along quite well with a FIP woman over 40. 

—– 

Title :  Primal Parasites  (link) 

Descr : This flyer shows how a fluffie who accuses a  MGTOW/masculist of being selfish is a 

hundred times more selfish by wanting a man-slave to pay HER to have kids that SHE wants. 

—– 

Title : The FIP Society  (link) 

Descr : This flyer presents the primary goal of the masculists, i.e. to create the “FIP Society” 

where all adults (male and female) are FIPs (financially independent persons), its advantages, 

and how to achieve it. 

—– 

Title : ARCing (After Retirement Careering) , The True Focus of a MGTOW’s Masculist’s 

Life  (link) 

Descr : This flyer describe ARCing (After Retirement Careering) which is the main focus of a 

MGTOW’s/Masculist’s life, free from wage-slavery to an employer, and from man-slavery to a 

fluffie. 

—– 

 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/baby-calculus/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/men-fairing-the-divorce-courts/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/secondhalver-fip-women-can-be-quite-nice/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/primal-parasites/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/the-fip-society/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/arcing-mgtow-masculism/


Title : Why Masculists/MGTOWs Hate Fluffies and Gender Politicians  (link) 

Descr :  This flyer gives the main reasons why masculists/MGTOWs have such hatred against 

fluffies and the gender politicians in the growing sex war. 

—– 

Title : Gender Roles 2050  (link) 

Descr : This flyer takes a futuristic look at how gender roles, feminism, masculism, MGTOW, 

etc will play out over the next few decades. 

—– 

Title : So You’re a MGTOW/Masculist High School Kid, What Can You Do?  (link) 

Descr : This flyer is addressed to high school guys giving ideas on how to set up a Men’s Lib 

group at your high school and what it could do. 

—– 

Title : Suggested Masculist Political Actions  (link) 

Descr : This flyer contains 10 suggestions for political actions that masculists and masculist 

MGTOWs can perform. 

—– 

Title : MGTOW/Masculist PRESS RELEASE for Male Journalists  (link) 

Descr : This 6 page flyer is a PRESS RELEASE to male journalists which explains why men are 

abandoning marriage and having kids, thus wiping out whole populations, the dominant issue of 

our time. 

—– 

Title : The Politics of Baby Calculus, Making 12th Grade Calculus Compulsory for High 

School Seniors  (link) 

Descr : This in your face flyer proposes making 12th grade calculus and a science compulsory 

for high school seniors to ensure that they can become FIPs as adults and not parasite on another 

person. 

—– 

 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/why-masculistsmgtows-hate-fluffies-and-gender-politicians/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/gender-roles-2050/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/youre-mgtow-masculist-high-school-kid-what-can-you-do/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/suggested-masculist-political-actions/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/mgtow-masculist-press-release/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/politics-of-baby-calculus/


Title : The SEX WAR  (link) 

Descr : This flyer shows that a sex war is going on, when a third of married women are 

financially massacring their husbands. After the gender laws are made menfair, relations between 

the sexes will remain permanently soured as men realistically adopt new lifestyles to 

accommodate women’s parasitic nature. 

—– 

Title : Men’s Growing Hatred of (Fluffie) Women  (link) 

Descr : This flyer estimates that about ten million US divorced men have been financially 

massacred over the 40 year period since the divorce courts were taken over by the fluffie 

feminists and their male feminist gender politician stooges. This figure is far worse than any war 

the US has been in. It is the Sex War, so millions of men are learning to hate (fluffie) women and 

are going to war against them, killing them by neglect and killing fluffiedom with violent words. 

—– 

Title : Why is there no Parer (Paternity Rejection Right?)  (link) 

Descr : This flyer shows how society would be different if there were a Parer. Women would 

have to be FIPs, be responsible for their own lives and not expect to parasite on men. They 

would have to grow up. Women don’t want this, so they fight tooth and nail to stop the 

legislation of the Parer, despite its massive hypocrisy, given the existence of the Marer for 

women. 

—– 

Title : Masculist-MGTOW Advice to Japanese Gender Politicians  (link) 

Descr :  This flyer offers advice to Japanese gender politicians on how to avoid the catastrophic 

decrease in the Japanese population by pushing for the creation of a “FIP Society”, advice that 

applies not only to Japan. 

—– 

Title : Teaching Women to Hate the Gender Politicians  (link) 

Descr :  This flyer aims to persuade FIP women that they can increase the chances of persuading 

men to give them babies, if these FIP women join forces with the masculists to force the gender 

politicians to menfair the gender laws. 

—– 

 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/the-sex-war/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/mens-growing-hatred-of-fluffie-women/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/why-is-there-no-parer/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/masculist-mgtow-advice-to-japanese-gender-politicians/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/teaching-women-to-hate-the-gender-politicians/


Title : Ammunition for Heckling Fluffie Feminists  (link) 

Descr : This flyer provides suggested statements that MGTOWs and masculists can use in public 

when fluffie feminists are dumping on men. 

—– 

Title : Converting Male Feminists to Masculists/MGTOWs  (link) 

Descr :  This flyer lists the factors that are driving male feminists to become 

masculists/MGTOWs, i.e. the impact of masculist/MGTOW ideas, the experience of financial 

slaughter in the divorce courts, and the repulsiveness of feminazis. 

—– 

Title : MGTOW/Masculist Poisoning of Men’s Minds  (link) 

Descr : This flyer describes a (hetero) fluffie feminist’s conception of how poisonous 

MGTOW/masculist ideas are, which threaten to make her poor and childless because she wont 

be able to find a robot male to parasite on. 

—– 

Title : A Tale of Two Movements : The Price of MGTOW Anonymity  (link) 

Descr : This flyer reflects on which approach will be more effective in getting the 

MGTOW/masculist message out, the broadcast media approach of the boomer masculists, or the 

pseudonymed YouTube video approach of the MGTOWs in their 30s. 

----- 

https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/ammunition-for-heckling-fluffie-feminists/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/converting-male-feminists-into-masculistsmgtows/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/mgtow-masculist-poisoning-of-mens-minds/
https://profhugodegaris.wordpress.com/a-tale-of-two-movements-the-price-of-mgtow-anonymity/

